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S&K LABEL Increases Finishing Capacity With
ROTOCONTROL RSC Slitter/Rewinder
S&K LABEL is a leading Converter in Czech Republic, operating for over 20 years

Ahrensburg, Germany (September 14, 2011) – ROTOCONTROL announced the receipt of a
purchase order from S&K LABEL, a leading Converter in the Czech Republic, for an RSC
Slitter/Rewinder 440mm web width equipped with the Vacuum Splice Table option. Local service
and support will be provided through Digitisk, the local Agent for ROTOCONTROL in Czech
Republic and Slovak Republic.
Present during an on-site product presentation meeting at S&K LABEL headquarters in Kurim was
Karel Sehnal, S&K LABEL Managing Director, Jaroslav Blaha, S&K LABEL Operations Director,
Jan Rytir, S&K LABEL Purchasing and Logistic Manager, Petr Zika from Digitisk and Michael
Aengenvoort, Business Development Manager from ROTOCONTROL.
Jaroslav Blaha, S&K LABEL Managing Director commented: “S&K LABEL invests in leadingtechnology narrow web equipment. Our Finishing capacity required expansion, and we selected
ROTOCONTROL due to their superior technology. Features like Servo drives from Bosch
Rexroth, the efficiency and speed of the Vacuum Splice Table option for clean, accurate finished
roll splices, and providing a local Agent (Digitisk) for support and service were key factors in the
decision.”
Operating out of modern technological facilities S&K LABEL produces self-adhesive labels and
flexible packaging on twelve flexo printing machines and two digital printing machines, offering
customers the best quality in printing technology and products.
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The ROTOCONTROL RSC Slitter/Rewinder
About S&K LABEL spol. s r.o.

A member of the S&K GROUP of companies, S&K LABEL was established as a specialized
polygraphic company producing high quality self-adhesive labels. In operation for over 20 years,
S&K LABEL produces self-adhesive labels for a wide range of industries including food, wine &
beverages, household, pharmaceutical, consumer, toiletries & cosmetics, industrial applications,
thermal and TT, security, and flexography. S&K LABEL is ISO 9001 certified and follows strict
environment-friendly policies.
Contact:
Tel: +420 541 126 510
http://www.sklabel.eu
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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